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Dominance hierarchies are ubiquitous in social species. Social status is established initially through physical conflict between individuals and then communicated directly by a variety of signals. Social interactions depend critically on the relative social status of those interacting. But how do individuals acquire the information they need to modulate their behaviour and how do they use that information to decide what to do? What brain mechanisms might underlie such animal cognition? Using a particularly suitable fish model system that depends on complex social interactions, we report how the social context of behaviour shapes the brain and, in turn, alters the behaviour of animals as they interact. Animals observe social interactions carefully to gather information vicariously that then guides their future behaviour. Social opportunities produce rapid changes in gene expression in key nuclei in the brain and these genomic responses may prepare the individual to modify its behaviour to move into a different social niche. Both social success and failure produce changes in neuronal cell size and connectivity in key nuclei. Understanding mechanisms through which social information is transduced into cellular and molecular changes will provide a deeper understanding of the brain systems responsible for animal cognition. © 2015 The Association for the Study of Animal Behaviour. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
In all social systems, animals must interact to survive and thrive in their social and physical environments. Remarkably diverse social systems have evolved repeatedly across phylogeny during the course of evolution, reflecting adaptations to the environment constrained by intrinsic capacities of the species. Perhaps animal groups initially arose from times when animals aggregated around food sources and from these caloric encounters came organized social interactions. All such social groups are believed to continue in a population because individuals derive a genetic benefit for themselves by being members of a group. Since behaviour is the key interface between an animal and its environment, animals respond to novel situations first through behavioural change, whereas adaptations in morphology, physiology and life history take longer. While ethologists have tended to focus on the mechanisms and development of behaviour, behavioural ecologists have concentrated generally on the causes and consequences of social behaviour. In this review, I will show how integrating these ways of thinking in a single system allows a mechanistic understanding of an animal's behaviour from its ecosystem to its social brain (Robinson, Fernald, & Clayton, 2008) . I will also discuss the cognitive challenges of living socially and some examples of how social behaviour influences the brain to shape cognitive skills.
In his prolific and prescient writing, Aristotle identified four causes for behaviour that should be studied (Hladký and Havlí cek, 2013) . About 2300 years later, Tinbergen in a classic paper 'rediscovered' Aristotle's four causes, situating them in two more modern categories: proximate explanations that were directly causal such as hormones and neural activity, and ultimate, or evolutionary explanations such as adaptations that conferred fitness and the phylogenetic trajectory of the species (Tinbergen, 1963) . In this review, we have used the Aristotle/Tinbergen level of explanations to understand social behaviour and in particular to gain insight into the cognitive demands social living places on animals.
To understand social behaviour in a naturalistic context, I wanted a model organism that allows natural conditions to be replicated in a laboratory setting with sufficient fidelity to assure realistic results. Fish species are a natural choice because they allow construction of a semi-naturalistic setting in which careful experimentation can be done without compromising the behaviour of the animal. More specifically, because social information is essential, we need to allow animals to live in normal social groups. Fish make up~50% of all vertebrate species and are increasingly appreciated as models for understanding the complexities of social behaviour (reviewed in Brown, Laland, & Krause, 2011) . Moreover, they represent more than 400 million years of vertebrate evolution, and their taxonomic dimensions exceed the phylogenetic distance
